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Rolls-Royce 

capgemini won an outsourcing contract with Rolls-Royce Group, a world-leading provider of power 
systems and services for use on land, at sea and in the air. signed by the Group’s uK subsidiary, this 
places the Group right at the heart of Rolls-Royce’s new strategy of moving from a single supplier to 
a number of specialized outsourcing vendors. acting as a services integrator, the Group will coordinate and ensure the smooth running 
and central control of iT services provided to 40,000 users by a large number of vendors spread across 50 countries. The Group will 
also support several of Rolls-Royce’s strategic applications. 

A strategic outsourcing contract 

March 2012

Bayer

capgemini signed a major contract with bayer business 
services, the global competence center for iT and business 
services of bayer. Headquartered in Germany, bayer is 
a global group with a presence in the healthcare, nutri-
tion and high-tech materials sector. under the five-year 
contract, capgemini will provide application development 
and infrastructure services to support bayer’s 120,000 iT 
users. capgemini has taken over the operations of bayer 
business services’ india iT operations, whose 530 em-
ployees were welcomed to the fully functional facility in 
our mumbai office within 11 weeks. capgemini won the 
contract in the face of intense competition from indian and 
global competitors because of its competitive offshore ser-
vices provided from india through the Rightshore® deli-
very model. 

A Radical Rightshore® win

July 2012

Direct Line Group

The Group won a five-year contract with Direct line 
Group, the uK motor and home insurer. following its 
separation from the Royal bank of scotland (Rbs) Group, 
Direct line Group is migrating its corporate and business 
applications to an independent platform. capgemini will 
design, deliver and implement the new iT infrastructure, 
helping the company to transform its business operations 
and become more agile and flexible in the process. 

Direct Line Group selects Capgemini for a major 
transformation program

December 2012

Zurich

capgemini will be implementing Guidewire 
software® claimcenter into a new claims 
handling platform for Zurich’s uK general in-
surance division. The multi-annual contract 
aims to transform claims processing, reduce 
costs and improve the customer experience. 
The Group is the prime systems integrator 
and has responsibility for the end-to-end 
solution. This is the latest, and the largest, of 
more than 35 transformation programs that 
capgemini is delivering using the Guidewire 
platform. 

Insurer Zurich selects Capgemini 
to implement Guidewire Software®

April 2012

NAV
Capgemini wins a major contract 
with the Norwegian Labor 
and Welfare Administration (NAV) 

The Group was awarded a €26 million six-year contract to 
manage and further develop the nav’s enterprise content 
management system, arena. used by 7,500 employees, 
arena’s aim is to ensure a smooth and functioning labor 
market by supporting the government’s public employ-
ment agency and recruitment. capgemini is using lean 
project methodology to deliver the application lifecycle 
services contract.

June 2012

CNAM

Prosodie-capgemini won a major, six-
year contract with the french state 
health insurance scheme, cnam, to ma-
nage calls from individuals and health–
care professionals. The solution, implemented on 4,500 desktops 
spread over 80 internal call centers, is based on Prosodie-capgemini’s 
interactive voice response platform and its odigo cloud solution for call 
distribution. 

Prosodie-Capgemini’s solution  
for French state health insurer 

March 2012

clients from around the globe

www.capgemini.com: 
Capgemini unveils its new “human” website

In line with its 100% digital brand strategy, Capgemini’s website was entirely revamped. The 

new website has been designed as an interactive platform where clients and prospective 

customers, future recruits and young graduates, shareholders and investors, journalists 

and analysts, can engage in digital conversations. The expert Connect section is where a 

dialogue with 100+ Capgemini experts takes place. The Group’s in-house teams developed 

the website, where users will find a section dedicated to the annual Report. 

ANZ Bank

australia and new Zealand bank (anZ) awarded capgemini the five-year managed Testing services (mTs) 
contract following a rigorous evaluation and due diligence process. This landmark testing contract will 
leverage the Group’s global testing and financial services expertise. The Group will be supporting around 
800 technology applications and the delivery of more than 280 projects within anZ. The deal involves 
the transfer to capgemini of a 360-strong anZ test services team from australia and india, as well as the work of hundreds of 
subcontractors from over 40 suppliers. The win reinforces the Group’s position as the global mTs leader. 

A major testing services contract

June 2012

CPIC

in china, cPic, one of the country’s leading insurers, 
launched a customer-centric transformation program, 
implementing digital operating models and targeting multi-
channels. This led to an increase in the number of policies 
held per customer and to new targets being reached as a 
result of innovative online initiatives. capgemini consulting 
put in place a team that combined local and international 
expertise.

July 2012

A digital and multi-channel strategy  
for the Chinese insurance company

Caixa

cPm braxis (rebranded as capgemini) 
announced that for the next 10 years 
it is to be the preferred iT supplier of 
caixa economica federal. caixa, founded 
in 1861 and based in brasilia, is brazil’s 
fourth largest bank, and the largest  
publicly owned bank in latin america. 
This agreement makes capgemini the 
leading iT services provider to the finan-
cial sector in brazil. at the same time, 

caixa is buying a 22% stake in capgemini in brazil. The 
agreement, which is expected to generate revenues of 
more than €100 million a year, marks a milestone for 
the Group’s expansion plans in brazil and throughout latin 
america.

Capgemini becomes the leading IT supplier 
to the Brazilian bank

June 2012

Caixa

 40,000
service points,

53
million clients and

85,000 
employees.

Significant events
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offers and innovative PartnershiPsSNCF

capgemini’s subsidiary sogeti was chosen by french railways 
operator sncf for its ambitious concerto project to optimize 
the use of its high-speed (TGv) rolling stock. by 2018, sncf’s 
goal is to gain an extra hour of TGv traffic each day. sogeti 
france’s business and technical-architecture expertise will 
help sncf to meet this strategic target. 

Sogeti helps French railways 
to run more TGV trains 

December 2012

United States

The us Department of Homeland security (DHs) awarded 
capgemini Government solutions llc, a member of the 
capgemini Group, a seven-year contract called “eagle ii” 
(enterprise acquisition Gateway for leading edge solutions ii). 
The Group will validate, verify and evaluate all applications 
used by the DHs. it will also ensure that all iT products and 
services meet the standards set by the us federal Government. 
The aim is to enhance overall delivery quality, significantly 
reduce risk and facilitate more efficient use of government 
resources. 

US Federal Government 
selects Capgemini 

January 2013

Unilever

unilever, one of the world’s leading consumer 
goods companies, chose capgemini as one of its 
global strategic suppliers under its “Partner to 
win” program. in a further sign of commitment 
to the seven-year relationship between unile-
ver and the Group, the company also awarded 
capgemini a five-year outsourcing contract. The 
contract, worth over €100 million, followed a 

comprehensive global tendering process. The 
Group will be providing finance & accounting 
services across more than 130 countries, helping 
unilever to achieve process harmonization and 
increase productivity. capgemini is also supplying 
unilever with its new business analytics-as-a-
service offer.

Unilever chooses Capgemini 
as a global strategic supplier

December 2012

ESA

capgemini’s aerospace & Defence division will implement the ground segment of Galileo’s new 
search and rescue system, funded by the european commission. Galileo is europe’s satellite navigation 
system, equivalent to the us GPs. its satellites will pick up signals from distress beacons, emitted by 
ships, aircraft or isolated individuals. capgemini will provide the esa with a comprehensive, pan-
european, supervision and control network of communications between ground stations and the control center. 

Management of a geo-positioning program for search and rescue

February 2013

capgemini launched a 
software-as-a-service 
platform which allows 
utilities to measure the 
entire water consump-
tion cycle, from pro-
gram planning, meter 

roll-out and operations through to maintenance. The 
real-time platform uses water metering systems de-
ployed across networks, and is a pay-per-use solution. it 
is part of the Group’s smart energy services, which has 
built up considerable experience over the past decade 
working with more than 20 global utilities. capgemini 
has been recognized by us analyst Gartner as a market 
leader in smart grids and metering. 

February 2012

An innovative offer  
for water management 

capgemini was named Partner of the Year by emc, the 
global leader in cloud infrastructure technologies. The 
Group also expanded its strategic partnership with emc 
for joint, go-to-business solutions in brazil. working 
collaboratively, and leveraging emc’s market leading 
solutions and expertise, it will deliver next-generation 
cloud solutions, particularly in banking and agribusiness. 

May 2012

Capgemini is EMC partner of the year 

capgemini and its subsidiary sogeti received the HP 
award for innovation in europe, middle east and africa. 
The award recognizes several joint initiatives in applica-
tions lifecycle and testing by the Group, its subsidiary and 
partner. 

January 2012

Capgemini’s and Sogeti’s  
innovation are recognized 

smartphones, tablets and other applications have anchored mobile technologies in our daily lives, 
transforming how we work and interact. capgemini and its subsidiary sogeti jointly launched their 
new global offer, “mobile solutions.” The Group’s clients will have access to solutions to help them 
interact with their increasingly mobile customer base through new channels, thus increasing custo-
mer loyalty and enabling them to boost their sales. The offer will also support companies’ employees 
by providing them with improved access to critical business applications and data, irrespective of 
their location. “mobile solutions” draws on a true ecosystem of the world’s leading technology 
companies, particularly saP and microsoft, with whom capgemini has built up solid partnerships. by 
developing this “one-stop-shop” for mobility solutions, and becoming an “orchestrator of company 
mobility” capgemini and sogeti are responding to a growing demand within businesses globally. in 
addition, a center of excellence for mobile applications in india is contributing to the development 
of state-of-the-art mobile applications. 

March 2012

A global mobility offer 

Significant events
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capgemini expanded its 
global partnership with 
leading cloud computing 
company salesforce. The 
Group is working with 
salesforce to help or-
ganizations unlock the 

benefits of cloud and transform themselves into social 
enterprises. The Group is already collaborating with sales-
force for a number of global clients, including Touring club 
schweiz, the largest motoring club in switzerland. During 
Dreamforce 2012 in san francisco, one of the largest  
global technology events, salesforce awarded capgemini 
its Partner innovation award for marketing. 

cloud is embedded in all aspects of business—information 
management, applications, as well as working processes 
and offer launches. as a cloud orchestrator, capgemini 
is able to integrate cloud at the heart of its clients’ 
strategies. we call this “simply. business cloud.” a global 
survey of 460 executives from top companies, carried out 
by capgemini, also showed that cloud can no longer be 
viewed simply as an iT platform. cloud is, above all, a 
driver of business performance, enabling pay-per-use, 
greater flexibility and rapid implementation. 

February 2012

“Simply. Business Cloud”— 
serving business 

in the digital age, increased use of remote access to 
information systems, cloud computing, use at work of 
personal computer equipment (“bring your own device”) 
and generalized connection of production equipment 
to the corporate information system, all make systems 
more vulnerable to cyber attacks. with many years’ 
experience in the field of cybersecurity, capgemini’s 
subsidiary sogeti has developed a comprehensive range 
of services designed to meet the security needs of 
companies and government administrations. sogeti is 
joint sponsor with Thales communications & security of a 
chair in cyber defense and cybersecurity at france’s saint-
cyr coëtquidan military college. 

November 2012

Sogeti reinforces its position  
as a leader in cybersecurity 

capgemini and sogeti published the first book in the 
PointZeRo® series. This offers a new vision for the  
development and maintenance of business applications, 
and redefines testing. it describes how testing of the fu-
ture will be an integral part of the whole applications life-
cycle. The PointZeRo® vision involves the implementation 
of best practices from the 
beginning of a project—
the point zero. Throughout 
the software development 
lifecycle, defects can be 
identified and sometimes 
even anticipated, leading 
to shorter development 
cycles and, as a result, 
lower costs.

October 2012

Capgemini and Sogeti launch 
the “PointZERO® Vision” 

The analysts’ Day event organized by the Group at 
les fontaines, near Paris, brought together around 
80 market and financial analysts. chairman and ceo 
Paul Hermelin detailed his ambitions to transform 
capgemini into a global player and take it to the top of 
the industry’s champions league by 2015. He outlined 
a three-pronged strategy for the Group based on PPi - 
Portfolio transformation, Pyramid management and 
industrialization. analysts particularly welcomed the 
acceleration of the portfolio transformation around 
four key technology trends: cloud, mobility, big data & 
analytics and social. They also appreciated capgemini’s 
progress in the area of proprietary solutions. by enabling 
pay-per-use invoicing, capgemini is responding to 
clients’ new needs.

June 2012

Analysts’ Day focuses on major  
technology breakthroughs 

September 2012

Cloud computing partnership 
with Salesforce.com

capgemini wants to become the global leader 
in big data & analytics. The Group is investing 
heavily in big data & analytics and storage 
capacities, with the aim of developing the next 
generation of real-time analytics solutions and 
client offers. a global survey into the use of big 
data, The Deciding Factor: Big data & decision 

making, commissioned by capgemini from the economist intelligence unit 
(the research arm of The economist media group), shows that the use of big 
data has improved businesses’ performance by, on average, 26% and that the 
impact will escalate to 41% over the next three years. 

June 2012

Big data marks a step-change in the quality of business decision making 

big data 
& analytics 
improves 
business 

performance by 

26%

 41% 

growth 
over 

the next 
three years

September 2012

capgemini consulting’s 2011 study, Digital Transformation: 
A roadmap for billion-dollar organizations, unveiled to the 
public the first findings from its joint research program with 
the massachusetts institute of 
Technology (miT) center for 
Digital business. capgemini 
consulting and miT published a 
second report in 2012. source, 
a market analyst for the 
consulting industry, ranked the 
study among the Top 5 of the 
decade produced by consulting 
firms in 2012. 

Capgemini Consulting’s  
Digital Transformation study ranked  
among the Top 5 of the decade 

capgemini received microsoft’s first-ever ser-
vices Partner of the Year award. for its part, 
sogeti won two microsoft awards: cloud inno-
vation Partner of the Year and windows azure 
Partner of the Year.

June 2012

Capgemini and its subsidiary Sogeti 
are singled out by Microsoft 

Significant events
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